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Something to Chew On
we aspire to bring about the type of fundamental change that would result in fewer animals
being abused, neglected or abandoned in the
first place.
One of the best ways we can help usher in that
type of change is by engaging in the political
system.
This year, OC board member Kathy Sullivan
agreed to serve as the first Chair of our newly
created Political Awareness Committee. Her
committee’s primary role will be to keep OC
apprised of legislative issues and activity that
might affect the rescue community and to act as
a liaison between OC and the state capitol.

Dear friends,
The lead story in this issue of Our Companions
News explores the connection between spousal,
child and animal abuse, and how—thanks to
new legislation—Connecticut is taking new
measures to address this disturbing and very
real intersection of domestic violence.
In last issue’s “Something to Chew On,” I discussed how Our Companions (OC) takes great
pride in addressing the myriad root causes of
pet suffering and homelessness, recognizing
there is no simple or singular solution to the
problems that afflict domestic animals. And
while we look forward to the innovative, rehabilitative opportunities the sanctuary will provide,

Through her leadership at OC, as well as her
work with Connecticut Votes for Animals—a
non-profit, non partisan advocacy organization dedicated to improving the well being of
animals in Connecticut by promoting animalfriendly legislation—Kathy has developed an
understanding of the complicated issues facing
the rescue community and has demonstrated
her commitment to furthering animal welfare
through political advocacy.
It is our hope that our enhanced political
participation and engagement will provide OC,
and in turn the animals, a voice which will
positively impact the lives of people and pets
for future generations.

Board Chair
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Sanctuary Update
How About Those Our Companions Donors!
Each day, people tell me that Our Companions is
doing what they’ve always dreamed of—creating
a refuge for animals who have no place to turn.
It’s a dream on the cusp of coming true thanks
to the generosity of our many supporters.

Below is a listing of the generous and visionary
people, and organizations, that made the demolition and this first phase of construction a reality.
On behalf of all the animals who will benefit in ways
that are almost difficult to imagine, I thank you.

Ever since our founding, I have been humbled
by the deep commitment, generosity and vision
of our donors.
In 2006-2007, before we had even celebrated
our 5th anniversary as an organization, we raised
over $300,000 to demolish the chicken coops
(the Ashford sanctuary land was home to a
defunct chicken factory farm) to make room
for our sanctuary. Removing these buildings,
the largest man-made structures in the town
of Ashford, was a significant effort in terms of
planning and investment and a crucial first step
towards building the sanctuary.

Susan Linker, CEO

Ariel view of factory farm chicken coups
that once stood on the sanctuary land.

And late last spring, we successfully concluded
an 18-month, $1,000,000 capital campaign
to begin the first phase of construction. Modeled
after Best Friends Sanctuary in Utah, our
sanctuary will serve as an extraordinary resource
for rehabilitation and adoption and will transform
the way in which homeless and abused animals
are cared for.
$100,000+
Ms. Valerie Friedman and Ms. Lida Orzeck
Ms. Anne Stanback
The John T. and Jane A. Wiederhold Foundation
$50,000 - $99,999
Connecticut Animal Welfare League
Ms. Gail Perkins-Gemme and
Mr. Robert Gemme
Ms. Melanie Rose and Ms. Janet Perna
$25,000 - $49,999
Anonymous
Ms. Jennifer Carter
Mr. Ronald and Mrs. Nancy Compton
Ms. Gale Epstein
Ms. Diana Garfield
Ms. Lisa Holzwarth and Mr. Evan Schiller
Newman’s Own Foundation, Inc.
The Perkin Fund
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$10,000 - $24,999
Mr. Samuel and Mrs. Janet Bailey
Ms. Gail Billet and Ms. Mia Sullivan
Mr. Brian and Mrs. Kimberly Chagnon
Ms. Maria R. Das Neves and
Mr. Frank Hawkins
Ms. Paula Fischer and Mr. Jeff Durham
Mr. Ian and Mrs. Kimberly Green
Mr. Rob and Mrs. Susan Mason
Mr. H. Richard McLane
Ms. Ruth Rollin and Mr. Henry Petrofsky
Mr. Douglas and Mrs. Julie Reid
Ms. Helen Savage
Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Shivery
Ms. Sharon Sklar
United Way of Central and
Northeastern Connecticut
Mr. Thomas and Mrs. Rita Weidman
Mr. Edward and Mrs. Kathleen Young
Dr. Gordon and Mrs. Kim Zimmermann
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$5,000 - $9,999
Ms. Reenie Brown
Mr. Walter and Mrs. Julie Cromwell
Mr. Mark and Mrs. Linda Hatten
Mr. Neale and Mrs. Carol Hauss
Ms. Cathy Kangas
Mr. James and Mrs. Barbara Millar
Ms. Barbara Prine and Mr. Cyprian Martin
$1,000 - $4,999
Ms. Marilyn Austin
The Citizens National Bank
Mr. David and Mrs. Rita Conrad
Ms. Pamela J. Dowling and Mr. James T. Healey
Ms. Patricia Foley
Ms. Leigh Ann Kissner
Ms. Ann Jones and Mr. Stephen D. Ramsey
Mr. Randall and Mrs. Marie Joyner
Mr. Robert and Mrs. Sue King
Mr. Mitchell and Mrs. Susan Linker
Mr. William and Mrs. Agnes Peelle
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Animal Cruelty and the Human Abuse
Connection
by Mary deManbey

The Animal Cruelty Syndrome – and How You Can Stop It!
A Connecticut man stabbed his dog 29 times
because everyone was giving him a hard time.
A local animal shelter discovered a small dog
stuffed into a drain pipe outside its building.
Another man was caught choking and dragging
his dog on the dog’s back across a busy street.
An emaciated dog clinging to life was found
after the plastic bag his abuser dumped him in
mysteriously moved.
These stories are all too sadly true. There are
many kinds of animal abuse. But perhaps the
most heinous of animal cruelty cases come
from the hands and minds of humans – people
who deliberately cause animals pain, and in too
many cases, untimely and brutal deaths.
What psychologists have known for years is that
there is a distinct connection between animal
cruelty and interpersonal violence. Consider
this. National studies have indicated that from
50 to 70 percent of abused women in shelters have reported that their partner or family
member has abused or killed a family pet. More
than 80 percent of family members accused of
child abuse have abused animals at some point
during their lives.
This connection creates an interesting scenario.
First responders are often not allowed into the
homes of suspected violent offenders. However,
animal control officers are allowed to enter
homes when they receive a report of possible
animal cruelty. An important cross-reporting
piece of legislation recently passed in the Connecticut State Legislature. The bill requires animal control officers and social workers to report
suspected cases of animal cruelty and human
abuse, and mandates that they receive specific
training on how to detect both animal and human abuse (Raised Bill 6226, An Act Concerning Cross-Reporting of Child Abuse and Animal
Cruelty). Animal control officers also must
submit a monthly animal control officer activity
report directly to the Connecticut Department
of Children and Families (DCF).
This collaboration recognizes the lethal connection between animal and human abuse, and
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is one more way to help prevent both kinds of
abuses from continuing to happen. It becomes
all that much more important, then, for the
general public to report suspected cases of
animal cruelty.

Understanding Cruelty
Toward Animals
To understand the depth of the problem is to
understand the psychosocial context in which
cruelty is perpetrated. People who are cruel
toward animals often gain the same sense of
power, joy and fulfillment they feel when acting
violent toward a human being.
According to Dr. Randall Lockwood, of the
American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty
to Animals (ASPCA), “So much of animal cruelty
is really about power or control. Often, aggression starts with a real or perceived injustice.
The person feels powerless and develops a
warped sense of self-respect. Eventually they
feel strong only by being able to dominate a
person or animal.” (www.pet-abuse.com)
Fall 2011 

Children who abuse animals often learn about
abuse by being abused themselves. Because
many of these children don’t develop empathy,
the loss of this trait makes them unable to recognize their victim’s pain. By abusing an animal,
they are in control of a living creature more
vulnerable than themselves. That’s why it’s important to listen to a child who reports that he or
she has hurt an animal. If you have the child’s
trust, get as much information as you can. By
reporting the abuse, you could be preventing
that child from beginning a cycle of abuse that
could last through adulthood. As adults, they
find new victims among the most vulnerable—
their partners, children, and the elderly.

What You Can Do
Before reporting a suspected case of animal
abuse, it’s important to recognize what constitutes abuse. In some cases, owners neglect
their animals not because they want to be
deliberately cruel but because they don’t know
any better. In either case, they cause pain and
suffering to the animal, and as such, the abuse
Our Companions News

Animal Cruelty, continued
should be reported. According to the ASPCA,
the following are signs of abuse and neglect:
• Tick or flea infestations

HAVE YOU WITNESSED ANIMAL ABUSE?
YOU CAN BE THE PERSON TO CHANGE THE
LIFE OF AN ANIMAL IN NEED.

• Wounds on the body
• Patches of missing hair
• Extremely thin, starving animal
• Limping
•A
 n owner striking or otherwise physically
abusing an animal
•D
 ogs who are repeatedly left alone without
food and water, and often chained in a yard
•D
 ogs who have been hit by cars—or are
showing any of the signs listed here—and
have not been taken to a veterinarian
•D
 ogs who are kept outside without shelter
in extreme weather conditions
•A
 nimals who cower in fear or act
aggressively when approached by their
owners
Often, abuse is not reported. People aren’t
always sure whether abuse has taken place,
or they are afraid of retribution, particularly
if the abuser lives in their neighborhood. Although the website Pet-Abuse.com lists more
than 17,000 cases on its site, still most cases
are never officially reported, which means the
abuse continues.
Our Companions holds a unique relationship
with the animal control department in Bloomfield. When Our Companions’ CEO Susan
Linker was contacted by animal control officer
Christine Sparks asking if Our Companions
would be interested in setting up an anonymous abuse tip-line, Susan gladly accepted.
“We are pleased to be the reporting agency
because it’s a privilege to have such a proactive animal control officer who takes animal
cruelty and violent behavior so seriously,”
says Susan. “We recognize they are the front
line of the animal protection field.”
The anonymous animal abuse tip-line number
in Bloomfield is 860-593-6995. The total
budget for the tip-line was merely the cost
of a cell phone and $50.00 for the year. As
word of the tip-line spread, Sparks reported
she has opened seven new cases of animal
abuse, five of which proved to be “cruelty
situations.”

Our Companions News

Confidential and Anonymous

The only way animals can get the help
they need is if you become their voice.
If you see abuse or neglect, please call
and report the situation.

Bloomfield Animal Abuse Hotline
860-593-6995
What should you do if you suspect an animal
is being abused? Most towns have an animal
control officer. They are the first line of contact. Or, if your town doesn’t have an animal
control officer, call your local police department. You should also consider calling the police if a neighbor is threatening to harm your
pet. In some places, written or verbal threats
are considered criminal harassments and are
subject to potential misdemeanors.

TIP
Fall 2011

If threats are continuous, you may even be
able to secure a restraining order.
The animal and human abuser may feel powerless, but you aren’t. While you can’t stop
animal and interpersonal abuse completely,
you can prevent these abuses from escalating. By recognizing the connection and involving people who can help, you become part of
the solution.

Want to help stop animal cruelty?
Contact your local legislator and be heard.
www.cga.ct.gov/maps/townlist.asp
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Fostering Saves Lives

by Jennifer Barrows

Providing Safe Havens to Animals in Need
Our Companions’ foster parents are quiet heroes in the ongoing quest to end pet homelessness, providing temporary homes for animals in
dire need. Here in Connecticut, where shelter
space is limited, many homeless animals
are left with no place to go. Injured, sick, or
elderly homeless animals and extremely young
animals that have been prematurely separated
from their mothers are particularly vulnerable.
If not for the safe havens provided by fosterers,
many of these animals would be euthanized or
die alone on the streets.
The length of fostering can vary from a few
days to several months. The care, devotion and
socialization provided by fosterers helps assure
that these pets will be healthy and happy and
able to be successfully integrated into a permanent loving home.
Our Companions works to find homes for
animals whose owners need to give them up,
but who are still able to continue caring for
them while a suitable adopter is sought. Our
Companions does not operate a shelter and
even at full capacity the sanctuary will not able
to handle the thousands of homeless pets that
need help. Foster homes are critical to providing a safety net for the most vulnerable animals
in need.
Fosterers give unconditional love and care
to homeless animals, knowing at some point
down the road they will lovingly hand them off
to adopters. It’s not an easy thing to do, but any
fosterer will tell you that it’s worth it. Not surprisingly, in some cases, foster pets end up becoming permanent members of the foster family.

Lisa started as a volunteer on Our Companions’
Animal Helpline and quickly realized the urgent
need for foster parents. “There were just too
many calls regarding abandoned animals –
cases where the caller would not or could not
help,” she explains. “In other cases, there were
threats of euthanasia if we wouldn’t take the
pet. It was a no-brainer for me. An animal was
in need and/or homeless and all I had to do
was open my heart and home. Sign me up!”
Lisa is most often asked to foster pets who
might need extra work (e.g., one-on-one socialization and/or training) or who would likely take
a little longer to place. “People have a tendency
to shy away from a dog with fear issues or a
cat who isn’t overly confident,” she explains.
“However, that’s certainly no reason to give up
on them, and it’s not always the pet’s fault. The
right home is out there—we just have to find it.”  
“We are always in need of home-like environments for healing, whether these take the form
of foster homes or the rescue cottages that will
eventually be part of our sanctuary in Ashford,”
says Our Companions’ CEO Susan Linker. “Both
of these are critical components in our mission
to end pet homelessness in Connecticut.”

Lisa Ireland and her foster cat Rosie.
Unfortunately, the need for fosterers will not
be lessened by the eventual existence of the
sanctuary, rather it is anticipated that there will
be an even greater demand and expectation for
services once the sanctuary is open.
As Lisa Ireland knows, the rewards of fostering
are many. “Every foster you have takes a piece
of your heart when they leave you for their
forever home,” she says. “Helping one cat or
one dog may not change the world, but the
world will change for that dog or cat.”  

If you think you may be interested in offering a temporary safe haven for
an animal in need, contact Stephanie at: Stephanie@ourcompanions.org or
860-242-9999, ext. 303 for more information.
All types of foster homes are needed, however for those who are able, Our
Companions especially has a need for foster homes that have no other cats
and who can foster FIV and FeLV-positive cats and kittens.
Below: Wembly and Scooter, two kittens with FeLV who are in desperate need of a foster home.

Our Companions’ long-time foster mom Lisa
Ireland is currently fostering Rosie, a beautiful
green-eyed tabby who found herself homeless and living in a car. Rosie started out very
fearful of the changes that were happening in
her world. She hissed and swatted at Lisa for
weeks. Then one day, Rosie decided Lisa was
okay and is now “one of the biggest cuddle
bugs” Lisa has ever fostered. “It’s difficult
to put into words the overwhelming feeling of
love you get when a once-shy kitty trusts you,”
Lisa says.  
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Pawsitive Ending

by Kari O’Brien

Two Neglected Ponies, Jelly Bean and Buttercup, Finally Find Their Forever Home
Responding to an anonymous complaint one
dreary day in October 2010, Officer Chris
Sparks of the Bloomfield Police Department
stood before two ponies suffering from severe
neglect. The ponies (now affectionately referred
to as Jelly Bean and Buttercup) were in very
poor health and confined to a small paddock
without shelter, water, or hay.
As it turns out, the ponies had been an “impulse purchase” and were not properly cared
for by their owner. “They had not received
veterinary care in over 18 months,” Sparks
says. “Their bellies were swollen and full of
worms, they had skin conditions, overgrown
hooves, and they had absolutely no social skills
which was not a good sign.” Sadly, the ponies
bonded only to each other as they endured the
maltreatment together.
In addition to contacting Our Companions right
away, Sparks enlisted the help of local veterinarian Lara Gardner, who immediately provided
veterinary care for the ponies. Our Companions
sent out an email flyer and the race was on to
find Jellybean and Buttercup a loving home.
Dina Madore read the flyer and knew instantly
that she needed to bring the ponies to her
home. “My husband and I both thought, ‘Oh
no. We need to get them off of that property
right now,’” Dina says. It was right then that she
set a plan in motion, which included a flurry of
text messages looking for help after her trusty
trailer broke down. Thankfully, her prayers
were answered and one helpful local volunteer
used her own trailer to gather up the ponies
and deliver them to Dina. As soon as the trailer
pulled onto her property, three days after the
flyer went out, everyone breathed a collective
sigh of relief.

In the following months, the physical signs of
neglect began to fade and the ponies’ good
health was restored. Their feet are now trim,
their coats are sleek and shiny, their eyes are
bright, and happiness is showing. For young
Jelly Bean, life in her new home has proven
to be all about curiosity, lightness, and fun,
often paling around with Dina’s nine-year-old
daughter, Brooke. For older and wiser Buttercup, a true connection with Dina’s five-yearold daughter, Bailey, has begun to dissolve
memories of abuse from her previous situation. “Bailey is the only person Buttercup
will approach in the paddock. Dina says,
“She just has a special light,
and when she gets around that pony…
there is a magic that happens there.
They need each other.”

Adopt or Emergency
Temporar y Foster

Neglected, malnouris
hed
sweet, small mares. ,
Two sweet ponies
are in desperate
need of temporary
foster care or permanent adoption.
These animals are
malnourished and
need an experienced home to grad
ually bring them
up to proper weig
ht and reacquaint
them with people
and being handled.
Left alone in a dirt
lot for over a year
with minimal food
, they are closely
bonded and need
to stay together.
Both ponies are soun
d, bright, alert
and responsive.
JellyBean is a 3 year
old ﬁlly who has
good ground man
ners, little to no
training and is frien
dly and willing to
learn with the right
person.
Buttercup is a 14
year old mare who
has good manners
, but is unsure
and timid due to roug
h handling.
She will require a
patient and unde
rstanding person for
her training. Full
veterinarian exam
, inclu
work, vaccines, dewo ding blood
rming completed 11-10-10. Teeth
and feet will be
brought up-to-date
before adoption.

Please call or ema
il for further deta
ils
Laura@OurCompan
ions.org or call 860
-299-3143
CONTACT LAURA
RE: Jelly Bean
& Buttercup
860/299-3143

Laura@OurComp

anions.org
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It appears that Jelly Bean and Buttercup, through the dedicated efforts
of many, have finally found their forever home.

Above left: Jelly Bean & Buttercup’s new home. Above right: Dina’s five-year-old daughter, Bailey, saying
hello to Buttercup. Below left: Dina watches as her horse, Harry Potter, welcomes Jelly Bean.
Below right: Dina’s nine-year-old daughter, Brooke, playing with Jelly Bean.

Once in the barn, Jelly Bean and Buttercup
quickly made themselves at home in their new
stalls full of fresh hay and water. Considering
the ponies had only been known to bond with
each other, it warmed Dina’s heart to see them
both cozying up to her resident horse, Harry Potter. Harry Potter was more than pleased to have
new friends. “The minute they arrived, he was
so happy to have his own ponies,” Dina says.
Our Companions News
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Making a Difference for Homeless Pets,
Today and into the Future
By Jennifer Barrows

It’s no secret that without the financial support
of its community, Our Companions’ many existing programs would cease to function, and the
shared dream of establishing a pet sanctuary
would be lost. Indeed, over the past six years,
Our Companions has developed strong and ongoing relationships with its donors, many of whom
continue to give generously year after year.
Our Companions’ CEO Susan Linker believes
this bond is much stronger than the typical donor/recipient relationship. “It is our hope— our
intention even—that our donors become part of
the larger OC Family,” she explains. “The shared
vision of the sanctuary and the larger mission
of ending pet homelessness are part of a broad,
sweeping movement that continues to gather
energy and like-minded individuals to its cause.
We’re not operating in a vacuum—this is very
much a shared responsibility, a shared vision.”
Involvement in the OC Family can take many
forms. Volunteers, fosterers and those who
adopt animals from OC are considered part
of the fold, along with donors of all levels. In
recent years, along with OC’s Annual Fund,
which provides funding for the organization’s
day-to-day programs and activities, the Capital
Campaign was established specifically to fund
the vast sanctuary-building project. Some donors, like Tom and Rita Weidman, understand
the importance and the need both for sustaining current programs and achieving the larger
dream—to the point that they give to both of
these funds.
“We understood from the very beginning that
there would be two separate purposes in our
giving. First the organization has to be able
to function, and then, if it succeeds, there is
another opportunity to contribute toward the
larger vision,” Tom explains. “We have tried to
give consistently to the Annual Fund, so that
this money could be counted on for general
operating expenses. It’s important for an organization to have financial security to ensure its
viability. Whereas, we consider our giving to the
Capital Campaign to be more flexible, although
just as important, and we base it on what we
are comfortable donating from year to year.”

Tom and Rita Weidman, and their daughters Gianna and Monica.
The Weidmans’ involvement in OC began soon
after the organization acquired the land in
Ashford. “We had been contributors to similar
organizations that serve as havens for unwanted pets, such as Best Friends, in Utah,
and Black Beauty Ranch, also out of state. So
when we heard about the plans to establish a
similar facility here in Connecticut, it seemed
like a natural decision to become involved,”
says Tom.

So what is it about OC that compels the
Weidmans to give so generously and on so
many levels? “We like to support local organizations and we’ve gotten to know the people involved in Our Companions,” says Tom. “Believe
it or not, we actually wish we could do more! On
top of that, the management is just top-notch.
As far as managing non-profits is concerned, I
have many years of experience in this area, and
OC is the gold standard, in my mind.”

The Weidmans’ earliest OC-related recollection
is meeting Susan Linker and hearing about
the plans for the sanctuary. “Every successful
organization needs someone to hold the vision
and carry it forward. I felt confident that she
knew what she wanted to do,” noted Tom. “We
toured the old buildings that had long occupied
the land—they formally housed chickens in
what must have been horrific conditions. When
you compare that to the beauty of that piece of
land, the irony was pretty powerful.”

The Weidmans’ involvement in OC exemplifies the kind of relationship the organization
strives to cultivate with its donors. Susan
Linker explains that although the dollars are
critically important, the intangibles are priceless. “To have this level of support and direct
involvement in our work is really powerful. It’s
definitely a cooperative endeavor, fueled by a
shared vision.”

The Weidmans also have included OC in their
Will. Tom explains, “This provision focuses on
the long-term survival of the organization—it’s
our way of helping to ensure that the organization will still be there long after we are gone.”

Tom and Rita couldn’t agree more. “We’re very
happy to be so involved and our enthusiasm
has never waned over these many years. We
plan to continue and we anxiously look forward
to the time when our two young daughters are
old enough to volunteer at the sanctuary.”
Now that is an enduring legacy.
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Forever Home Society
Including Our Companions in your estate plan is a profound way of
ensuring that we will always have the resources to fulfill our promise
to do the right thing on behalf of animals in need—regardless of the
challenge or the cost—for generations to come.

Forever Home
S ociety
Planned Giving

Whether through a bequest, establishing an annuity, or making a gift
from your retirement account, there are many ways to make a planned
gift to Our Companions, many of which cost you nothing during your lifetime and include significant tax benefits.
To learn more about gift planning at Our Companions, please fill out
the form below, cut along the perforation, and return it in the envelope
enclosed in this magazine. Or call our Development Department at
860.242.9999 Ext. 301 or send an email to info@ourcompanions.org
For specific information about including Our Companions in your estate
plan, consult your financial advisor or attorney.
===========================================================
First Name ������������������������������������������������������������
Last Name ������������������������������������������������������������
Street Address ���������������������������������������������������������
City ������������������������������������������������������������������
State: _______________________________________________ Zip��������������
Phone����������������������������������������������������������������
Email�����������������������������������������������������������������

With Our Companions leading the way,
there will be a day when cats and dogs
are no longer needlessly euthanized.
With a planned gift,
you can be there when that day comes.

 Please send me information on including Our Companions in my estate plans.
 I have included Our Companions in my estate plans, please list me as a
member of the Forever Home Society.

Our Companions News
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Our Companions News & Events
2011 Comedy Show—Another Roaring Success!
On Wednesday, September 21st the Funny Bone Comedy Club and Restaurant
in Manchester was packed with animal lovers who were part of a fundraiser for
Our Companions that raised thousands for OC’s critical veterinary care programs.
Along with OC’s board member and WTIC’s hilarious DJ Damon Scott,
the two comic headliners, Josh Gondelman and James Dorsey, stole the show.
Thanks to our event sponsors for making this great success possible.

290 Main Street
Manchester, CT

The good folks from Liberty

www.NowITWorks.com

Tax, a show sponsor, getting

www.4dogman.com

www.ctcounselingllc.com

a few laughs in.
OC’s Laura Jordan and Stephanie Rado

witz.

Comic James Gondelman
cracking us
all up.
Dr. Bernie Alexsey and OC
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Board Member Dr. Lauren
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Mascola.

Comic James Dorse
y giving a face only
mom can love.
Our Companions News

Pet Care Veterinary Servic

es table—a rowdy group.

Mara McDon
ald,
the Comedy
Sh
ow
Event Chair w
aiting for
the show to be
gin.

n Scott,
OC Board Member Damo
and
w
sho
the
ing
Emcee
giving away stuff.
OC donors Joleen Nevers
and James Larabee
giving a pre-show pose,

ving
th D’Onofrio ha

OC volutneer Be

a blast.

He said, wha

t?

OC Volutneers Vanessa Yi
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and Dave Kenison.

The crowd had a gre

at time!
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Our Companions News & Events
Order the Our Companions 2012 Calendar Today
Once again, dozens of supporters had their pets photographed by
Paula Mertes Studios (www.PMertes.com) as part of the “Love Your Pet”
fundraiser to benefit Our Companions.
The public was given an opportunity to vote on the pets photographed
during the fundraiser to determine who would be published in the
2012 calendar. The votes have been tallied we are delighted to
announce this year’s “Cover Pet” is Lizzy!
Below are photos of some of the other adorable animals who will be
featured in this year’s calendar. Thank you everyone who participated
in making this fundraiser a success for Our Companions. Thank you
to everyone.

For a donation of $15 or more to Our Companions, we will
send you a beautiful glossy calendar, which will remind you
every day of your contribution to help needy pets.
Order your calendar on our website:
OurCompanions.org
and click on the
“Love Your Pet” logo.

Thumper

Clutch
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Marie’s Den

by Kelly Alver

Why does my dog bark so much?
We receive many questions about barking
from dog owners and others concerned about
barking dogs. Recently I sat down with Marie
to ask her advice on what to do to curb a dog’s
barking.
Dogs use barking to communicate information
or emotions to others. They may bark from fear
or frustration, to express excitement, to give a
warning, or because they learned that barking
helps meet a demand. Dogs are pack animals
and can experience separation anxiety so some
canines bark when left alone. Other dogs may
bark to give a warning when there is a threat
to their territory. Under-exercised dogs tend to
bark more frequently.
Before tackling a barking problem (either with
your own dog or a neighbor’s), you need to
understand why the dog barks. Use a barking
log to assess the situation. Document each
incident and indicate when barking starts and
stops, how long it lasts, how it sounds, where
the dog is, what he’s barking at, and what he’s
doing while barking. For example, a barking log
may show that your dog barks every time he
wants to go out. Or, if your neighbor leaves for
work in the morning and then her dog begins to
howl, her dog probably barks because he
is lonely.
Once you determine why and when your dog
barks, use positive behavioral training and other activities to enrich your dog’s environment.
With “alarm” barkers, it helps to acknowledge
the barking by going to the window or door and
asking the dog to be quiet. Actively showing
your dog that you are taking charge of the situation will settle him more quickly.

A dog should not be punished for barking.
Punishing him can increase his anxiety or make
the problem worse. Avoid collars intended to
prevent barking; they may stop a dog from barking, but do not resolve the underlying issue.
Instead, consider ways to ensure your dog is
active and stimulated. Use interactive toys to
challenge him mentally and increase his activity level to tire him out physically.

Make sure your dog gets plenty of exercise
by taking him on regular walks or hikes. Play
games such as fetch or hide-and-seek to help
him burn off energy. Doggie daycare, play dates
or visits to the dog park are other activities that
will give him a good workout. Social interaction
with other dogs can be beneficial, depending
upon your dog, as well as mentally stimulating
and physically challenging.

Great toys to entertain your dog include the
Buster® Cube, KONG® products or the Busy
Buddy Tug-A-Jug™ toy. High-energy dogs can
use the Buster Cube® or the Tug-a-Jug™ to eat
their meals while exercising at the same time.
Hide a treat in a KONG® toy and your dog will
spend time trying to reach the treat.

Addressing another dog’s barking issue, such
as the neighbor whose dog barks when she
goes to work, can be sensitive. If you have a
good relationship with your neighbor, gently tell
her about the dog’s barking. Offer to walk her
dog so that he is exercised and receives some
attention while she is away.

Our Companions’ Canine Operations Director, Marie Joyner, receives
questions every day about dogs and their behavioral issues.
Marie’s Den answers some of the more commonly asked questions.

Marie’s Den
To submit a question for consideration in a future edition
of Marie’s Den, call us at 860-242-9999, ext. 301,
or e-mail editor@ourcompanions.org.
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You may prefer to contact animal control,
especially if there is an animal welfare issue.
A barking log will help you explain the dog’s
barking. Many towns have confidential tip lines
for animal welfare issues and animal control is
required to follow up on every call.
Dogs bark for a variety of reasons so there is
no one-size-fits-all solution. However, providing
your dog with mentally stimulating activities and
regular exercise that includes social interaction
with other dogs can help minimize barking.
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Technically Speaking

by Lyn T. Garson, CVT

Lessons from Olivia

“Check Out OC on TV!” How much trouble could
I possibly get into by opening an Our Companions e-mail with that subject line? I hovered my
finger over the delete button, ready to move on
with my day. But something tugged at me to
click on the link. The colorful text beckoned…
Up popped a video featuring Better Connecticut’s Scot Haney showcasing three of OC’s
large dogs available for adoption. Harmless. I
never get suckered into adopting a dog—just
cats with missing parts. I turned the video
volume up. Before he proceeded with the dogs,
Haney’s attention was focused on a blackand-white cat sitting calmly— surrounded by
the three large dogs—in a round fuzzy cat bed
perched on the lap of Our Companions’ CEO
Susan Linker. The camera zoomed in for a
close-up. Susan launched into her pitch, grinning with the confidence that comes from years
of experience in finding forever homes for even
the most unadoptable animals. And this one
was sure to be a challenge.
Our Companions rescued Olivia from a hoarder’s house crammed with more than 70 cats
living in the most deplorable conditions. Olivia
spent her 13 years of life hiding, often without
food, water and proper medical care. When
she was rescued she required several costly
and complicated surgeries to remove her ears,
and one ear canal, due to severe, untreated
infections.
But instead of focusing on the negative, Susan
quickly pointed out Olivia’s sweet disposition.
Still—13 years old, zero ears. Who was going to
want this cat?
“She looks like ET!” Scot Haney exclaimed.
After viewing the video I just couldn’t keep
my mind off poor Olivia. Three days later, I
e-mailed Susan, “I hope ET found a home.” Her
response was, “Yeah, yours!” Uh-oh, now I was
in trouble. I encouraged Susan to give it some
time but several weeks later, even after being

highlighted on TV and at an OC adoption event,
Olivia was still homeless.
On Christmas Eve, my partner and I adopted
13-year-old, zero-eared Olivia. Much flabbier
than she appeared on TV, Olivia came complete with atrocious breath, drooling lips and
dull scaly skin with flakes the size of breakfast
cereal. Due to her recent surgeries her entire
head and neck were shaved bald. Yes, she did
look like ET. And even though our experience
with our older pets proved they can be just as
spunky as younger animals, her homely appearance and horrible past caused me to form
the preconceived notion that old, arthritic Olivia
would have no personality, I wouldn’t become
attached to her and I would simply be providing
a safe haven for her to live out her final days—
as few as they may be.
Olivia wasted no time in proving me wrong.
From the moment we integrated her with our
six “differently-abled” cats she let them all
know who was running the show. And they
allowed her. They immediately played with toy
mice together, and groomed each other. She

Technically Speaking is written by Certified Veterinary Technician,
Lyn T. Garson, to address basic information on animal health issues
and how they needn’t be barriers to adopting a great pet.

Technically Speaking
To submit a question for consideration in a future edition
of Technically Speaking, call us at 860-242-9999, ext. 301,
or e-mail editor@ourcompanions.org.
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earned several nicknames such as “Olivia Tuna
Roll—Her Chubbiness” and “The Princess” — for
the way she perches herself either on her very
own lounge chair, carpeted cat tree, or sprawls
across the large sun-filled windows. She quickly
learned to race to the kitchen beside her kitty
siblings for nightly treats, and then trained
us to deliver when she is too lazy to leave her
throne. She “barks” out a single deep meow
if we take too long preparing her special diet.
She wasted no time bonding with our 90pound, 12-year-old German Shepherd, who
slurps Olivia’s head with kisses. She also
wasted no time moving onto the bed of our
other elderly dog, nudging him aside.
Olivia wasted no time worming her way into our
hearts. She craves attention and loves to be
snuggled. Her powerful purr can be heard from
across the room. She is truly beautiful, both
inside and out.
Olivia wastes no time in anything she does,
because there is no time to waste—she has
13 years of living to catch up on. We love Olivia
as if we have had her all those years, and can’t
imagine life without her. She came to us almost
one year ago, is doing amazingly well despite
some recent medical issues, and we are
thankful for each day.
Even if you are not currently considering
adoption, the next time you receive an Our
Companions e-mail, especially featuring an
older or special needs pet, don’t hit that delete
button—I am so glad I didn’t.

Our Companions News

The Scoop

by Andrea Dobras

Ensuring the Purrfect Move

Moving to a new home can be a very stressful
and emotional time for everyone involved, including your household animals. Cats become very
attached to their environment and leaving their
“territory” can be very traumatic. If a move is in
your near future, follow these helpful hints to
ensure a less stressful transition for your feline.

Packing Up
Many cats react even with small changes in
their environment such as when a new piece of
furniture is brought in or taken out of the home.
Keeping this in mind, expect your feline to be
curious and confused when packing begins.
Double-check boxes before taping them closed
or moving them out of the house to ensure your
kitty isn’t napping or hiding inside.

Moving Day
On the day the move is scheduled, set up a
room of the house that has a secure door.
Prepare this room with food, water, litterbox, a
safe hiding spot and other familiar items where
your cat can remain when the house is being
emptied. There will most likely be strangers
going in and out of the home, so a room that is
far away from the commotion is best.

Preparing the New Place
Depending on where you are moving to, consider whether or not other animals have occupied
the home prior to you. If so, you may want to
treat the new home for potential fleas. Cleaning
the new home thoroughly is important to remove any old scents. Finally, do a walkthrough
of the new place to make sure windows have
secure screens, and that there are no other
potential dangers including rat/insect baits
hidden in closets, cupboards or pantries. Make
sure very high hiding places are sealed off.

Choose one room of the house as the
“sanctuary room.” This room should have a
secure door where your cat cannot
escape as they transition into the
new home over the next several
weeks. The sanctuary room
should be set up with food,
water, toys, scratching posts,
cat bedding and a litter box.
Using items that are familiar and
already have yours and your cat’s scent
on them is best.

Moving Mittens
Your cat should be the last thing to move over
into the new place. When you transport your
cat, make sure the carrier is secure (all tabs/
bolts around the box are locked and in place).
Always transport your cat in a carrier and never
let loose inside a moving vehicle. When you
arrive, bring the cat carrier into the sanctuary
room and shut the door behind you. Open up
the carrier and leave the room. Let your cat
come out at his/her own pace and give them
several uninterrupted hours for exploration.
Coming in and out of the room will most likely
cause more stress and should be avoided.
Depending on how your kitty is adjusting, they
may need a solid week or two in this room only
to settle in. People are always excited to see
how their cat will do in the new home and have
a tendency to rush introductions to the entire
house. I encourage you to be patient and understanding in order to avoid behavioral issues
or unnecessary stress.
When your cat seems to have acclimated, you
can gradually let him/her explore other areas
of the house, a few rooms at a time. Spreading
items with your cat’s scent on them around the
house will help them adjust to the new space.
Let your feline explore at his/her own pace

Andrea Dobras is an Our Companions’ board member and one of
our animal welfare professionals. She specializes in the placement of
cats with FIV. In this regular feature, she helps others with the most
complex cat conundrums.

The Scoop

To submit a question for consideration in a future edition
of The Scoop, call us at 860-242-9999, ext. 301,
or e-mail editor@ourcompanions.org.
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while supervising at a distance. If your cat
seems over-stimulated or stressed, return them
to the sanctuary room and repeat in 24-hours.

Other Helpful Tips
It’s normal for your cat to not want to eat, hide
or not use the litter box for a couple of days.
To help calm your cat you can purchase a
plug-in, such as Feliway™, that releases
soothing pheromones.
Place a “break-a-way” type collar on your cat
with your new contact information in the event
of accidental escape.
If your feline is micro-chipped (which is
strongly recommended) update your contact
information with the micro-chip company.
If you are moving to a smaller place with
multiple cats, be aware of possible tension
between felines over territory. Make sure to
place sufficient litter boxes, beds, scratching
posts, high resting platforms and multiple food
and water bowls.
Moving to a new home will probably be the
most stressful experience your cat has had to
endure. With careful preparation, you can help
ensure the transition to a new home is a good
one. Please note that this article is directed
at indoor-only cats. For more information on
how to transition your cats, or moving with an
indoor/outdoor cat, please contact Andrea at:
andrea@ourcompanions.org.
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Marketplace
The Perfect Gift for You and the Animal Lover in Your life.

Re s c u e d Pet C o l l e c t i o n

Note Cards
8 designs available of various paintings
of rescued pets!

Marketing & Sales Literature
• Full Color Brochures
• Annual Reports
• Presentation Folders

Blank cards measure 4½” x 5½”
Individual cards $3.00 or in sets of 4 / $10.00

• Newsletters
• Digital Printing
• Direct Mail

“How We Deliver Is What You’ll Remember”

860-278-6355

All proceeds of the sale
of these cards benefit

Our Companions
Domestic Animal
Sanctuary.
To order the cards,
contact the artist
Dina Marie Pratt

20%
off
your first

PaintedByDina.com

groom!

Owned & Operated by a

Certified Canine Stylist

For more information
or to commission
a portrait of your pet:

PaintedByDina.com

with 10 Years Experience.

860-208-1634

Ashford, CT

Volunteer with your dog!
Therapy Dog Training Classes Now Forming
Manchester, New Britain, Willington
Sponsored by Tails of Joy, Inc. Animal Assisted Therapy

Contact Sue Gagnon 860-487-0001
or smgagnon@charter.net

w w w. Tailsof Joy.org
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FRONTIER MEDICINE
A Broader View of Your Pets Healthcare

A professional office with experienced
veterinarians who are certified in veterinary
acupuncture and chiropractic and accomplished
in many effective holistic modalities.

Proudly caring
for your
feline friends
for over 15 years!

Allys Maybank, VMD
Amy Matthews, VMD PhD

860-653-7831

17 South Main Street, East Granby, CT

COMPLETE
HEALTH CARE
FOR YOUR CAT

Now offering
housecalls!

www.frontiervetmed.com

Man’s Best Friend

& YOURS

For buying
and selling
real estate
throughout
Central
Connecticut.

RE/MAX Precision Realty • 860-965-5010
CTRealEstateUnleashed.com

Cats Limited is proud to be the
ﬁrst feline-only hospital in Connecticut
that is accredited by the Amercan
Animal Hospital Association.

Custom software applications
and database systems
to help your business compete in a demanding marketplace.
Sales Support · Ordering Systems
Reporting Applications

Cats Limited
Veterinary Hospital

Information solutions that enhance efficiency,
save time and reduce costs.

(860) 561-9885
Find
us on

JTechWorks, LLC

1260 New Britain Ave,
West Hartford CT

Rocky Hill

www.catslimited.com
Facebook.com/catslimited

Our Companions News

Jessica Beganski, ABR, GRI
Pet-friendly REALTOR

860-563-5930
Putting Your Information to Work

Fall 2011

JTechWorks.com
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News

TAKE THE LEAD
IN YOUR MARKET!
Become a Sponsor
of Our Companions News
& Reach Passionate Pet Owners!

Income Tax Preparation • Bookkeeping

TAX
EXPERTS

• Over 8,000 Copies Printed
• Print Version Mailed to 8,000
Households Throughout CT
• Electronic Version Online
• Help Our Companions

We can
help!

860-432-9494

For more information on becoming a sponsor,
call Susan Linker at 860-242-9999 ext. 301

290 Main Street, Manchester, CT

Journal Inquirer

The JI Tells It Like It Is. Somebody Has To.
Serving the following communities with local,
state and national news, weather and sports
East Windsor, Enfield, Somers,
Suffield, Windsor, Windsor Locks,
Andover, Bolton, Coventry,
East Hartford, Hebron, Manchester
Ellington, South Windsor,
Stafford, Tolland, Vernon
306 Progress Dr., Manchester, CT

860-646-0500 • 800-237-3606

Our Board Certified Specialists
diagnose and treat complex
diseases and perform
complicated surgeries.
Jeffrey L. Berzon, DVM, ACVS
Harlan C. Gustafson, DVM
Kenneth E. Knaack, DVM, ACVIM
Kimberly Maier, DVM
Deidre S. Galbo, DVM
Steven S. Leshem, DVM, ACVS
Mary Zee, BVetMed

General and Specialty Practice
Our general hospital provides routine
healthcare & surgery for small animals
including dogs, cats and exotics.
Our new state-of-the-art
referral hospital offers
expanded services including:

 On-site MRI facility
 Physical Rehabilitation
 Water Therapy

993 North Main Street
West Hartford, CT 06117

(860) 236-3273

www.veterinaryspecialistsofct.com
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FRONTIER WELLNESS

For People
and Pets

Catering to health care therapies
and items for pets and their people.
• Advanced Allergy Therapeutics
For People: Dr. Carla Hutt, ND
For Animals: Dr. Allys Maybank, VMD
• Self Care Therapies and Supplements
• Health Care Items
• Gifts

860-653-7831

17 South Main St, East Granby, CT
www.frontiervetmed.com

Leaving Again?

Do you have someone to care
for your pet when you’re away?
We offer: Pet Sitting Services
Vacation Services • Mid-Day Dog Walks
Call for a free consultation

860-231-0494

Client and
Veterinary
Recommended

“We treat your pets like family”
WestHartfordPetSitters.com

whpetsitters@yahoo.com • Bonded & Fully Insured

Pet Memorials ∙ Pet Portraits ∙ Note Cards
www.PaintedbyDina.com 860-344-9926

860-537-3431
800-545-GANO
120 Linwood Ave (Rte 16) Colchester, CT

Our Companions News
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Take Me Home
Daisy & Sunflower...

Daisy and Sunflower are ready to
meet you! They have the most
stunning fur and you’ll need to pet
them to see what we are talking
about! The girls are just over a year
old and still very much like kittens
with the playful personalities they
exhibit. Both cats enjoy stealing
and hiding things, such has socks
(and even bras). While they are
mischievous kittens they are also
cuddly and sweet and will brighten
up your days and your home.

For more information on them, please contact Stephanie
Stephanie@ourcompanions.org or 860-242-9999 x. 303
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